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(Continued from page 21.) 
IN the examples given of the flanges of double lattice girders, the 

connecting medium between the tension and compression bars com- 
posing the web, and the plates which are a portion of the flanges, has 
been supposed to consist of two pairs of angle-irons, riveted longitu- 
dinally to the plates throughout the whole length of the girder. In 
some instances tee-irons are employed as the means of attachment, 
each pair of longitudinal angle-irons being replaced by one tee-lron. 
The table of the tee-lron is riveted to the plates in the ordinary man- 
ner, and the bars of the web are attached to the tongue or rib, on the 
outside and inside successively. This substitution is well adapted for 
girders of small spans, but cannot be used with equal advantage in 
those of large dimensions. The riveting of the tee-lron through its 
table portion to the plates is better and more efficient than that of two 
angle-irons of the same sectional area. If we suppose the centres of 
the rivets to be the centres of resistance, the resultant of the forces in 
the former case will pass through the centre of gravity of the tee-iron, 
and the leverage will be reduced to a mere nothing. On the other 
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hand, considering each angle-iron in the same pair to act indepen- 

dently of the other, the leverage will be equal to ~-, taking l to repre- 

sent the length of the horizontal side of' the angle-iron. To a cer- 
tain extent each pair of angle-irons does act as one, and as the;points 
where the small space left between them for the insertion of the web 
is filled up by the bars and distance pieces they may be regarded in 
the light of one large tee-iron. 

The chief advantage of the pair of angle-irons is in their vertical 
sides, which can be made as strong and stronger, if necessary, than 
those placed horizontally. This is not the case with a tee-iron ; its rib 
is its weak part, and in the sections usually rolled is never equal in 
area to that of the table part. The bars of the web never obtain in their 
attachment to the tee-iron the same hold which is afforded to them by 
being riveted in between a pair of angle-irons. Moreover for girders 
of large span, the necessary amount of sectional area to be given to a 
pair of angle-irons joining the web to the flanges could not be obtained 
in one tee-iron, unless specially rolled for the purpose ; and there are 
no commensurate advantages attending its use, to warrant the extra 
expense which would be thus incurred. In small girders, particularly 
in those which have a single lattice web, and in others where the sec- 
tional area of the vertical sides of the flanges is not required to be very 
large, such as for instance in the cross girders of a bridge, it will be 
found simpler to use a single tee-iron instead of double angle-irons. 
The amount of riveting will be exactly the same in both arrangements. 
[['he tee-iron affords somewhat greater facilities with respect to the 
workmanship, and there is a saving of filling pieces effected in conse- 
quence of the bars of the web being attached directly to the tongue of 
tim tee-iron on either side. The only packing pieces required will be 
at the crossings of the bars of the web ; and their thickness will be 
constant and equal to that of the rib of the tee-iron instead of vary- 
ing inversely as the thickness of the web, which is what occurs where 
double angle-irons are used. 

In the last number an illustration was given of the joint of one of 
the double angle-irons forming a portio~ of the flange of a double lat- 
tice girder. :Fig. 1 and ~ig. l a  represe~t in plan and section respec- 
tively the joint of a tee-iron i~ a similar position. The covering pieces 
consist of the main plate of tile flange, which acts as one wrapper 
over the table of the tee-iron, and two pieces of angle-iron, which serve 
as the other wrappers to both the table and rib, and complete the 
joint. In order that the plate shouhl act as an efficientwrapper its thick- 
ness should at least equal that of the table part of the tee-iron. I t  may 
be greater, but should never be less, as it would be bad workmanship 
to rivet heavy tee or angle irons to light plates. This remark does not 
apply to the riveting of upright angle or tee irons to the sides of plate 
or box girders, but it must be borne in mind that in the latter instance 
the upright irons are in comparatively very short lengths, and only 
intended to act as stiffening pieces to the sides~ their sectional area 
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forming no item in the calculations of the strength of the girder. But  
even in such examples there is a proper limit to the weight of the up- 
right stiffening irons, as may be inferred from what has been already 
said respecting the riveting together of very unequal thicknesses of 
iron. 

:Fig. 1. :Fig, l a .  
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I t  will be necessary in the joint we are now considering that the 
section of each angle-iron wrapper should equal that of the tee-iron to 
be jointed. I t  will be seen on referring to the section in Fig. l a  that 
each angle-iron only covers part of the table of the tee-iron, and has 
nothing to do with the other half which is covered by the other wrap- 
per. Let .~ •ffi sectional area of the whole tee-iron and a that of the 
table ; since both the angle-iron wrappers will be of the same dimen- 

sions, put.~ L for the sectional areaofei ther ,  then A , =  ( ~ ) .  In 

the ordinary sections of tee-iron the rib is rolled of an uniform thick- 
ness with the table, although if necessary it can be made either greater 
or less. Considering the thickness uniform throughout ; putting 1 for 
the length of the table, l, for that of the tongue or rib, and t for the 
thickness, we have A -~ (l+ll)t and a = lt; substituting these values 

(l+21~)t Let/2 and l~ equal the length of for A and a, we find A~ ----- 2---" 

the two sides of the angle-irons measured from out to out, and put t~ for 
the common thickness, which it is necessary to find before the size of 
the angle-iron can be determined upon. We shall have, using this no- 
tation, A =(/2-t- la--tj)tn, and our equation will be 

(l~ + 13--t,)t, - ( t+  2 @  
2 

Solving for t~ we obtain 

k--F]" 

From an inspection of the section,/2 = --~-, and 1 n -  11. 

Let us take e.g. a tee-iron of the following dimensions, 5 " X 4 " X ½ " ,  
mm 4 tr that is, let l - -5" ,  l r , and t----5", 12 will -----2"5, and t I will have a 
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value of "575", or about i~", which will give the required section of 
metal for the angle-iron wrappers. In some situations, the angle-iron 
wrappers might be dispensed with, as a piece of plain bar iron riveted 
$o each side of the tongue, and another piece over the table, would be 
sufficient to secure the joint, the under side of the table being thus left 
uncovered. As the same number of rivet-holes would have to be punch- 
ed, and the saving of material in the wrapper would be very trifling, it 
would be preferable in all cases to employ the arrangement shown in 
the figure. For bridges designed to carry only a single line of rails, 
a very light yet at the same time a very strong cross girder may be 
constructed of two tee-irons forming the upper and lower flanges, 
jointed together by a lattice web ; an ample degree of stiffness will be 
obtained by using light angle-irons for the struts. 

Our iron manufacture has at present arrived at so high a degree of 
excellence, and the various processes through which plates, bars, and 
other forms of iron arc put, before being fit for girder work, are con- 
ducted on so extensive a scale, that the sections of iron required for 
the web of a lattice girder cau generally be obtained rolled in one 
length. That such was not the case some years ago is evident from 
the fact that, in the Boyne Viaduct, the bars and angle-irons compos- 
ing the web are not all in one length, except some of the short ones 
near the ends of the girders. With these exceptions, the length of the 
lattice bars is between 33 and 34 feet, far beyond what would be the 
dimensions in any moderate size girder. It is very doubtful even at 
present whether it would be advisable to employ rolled sections of iron 
in such long lengths, although they could certainly be turned out from 
the bloom in lengths twice as great as the above. There is not the 
same difficulty in getting long lengths of bar and other sections of iron 
rolled homogeneously as there is in long plates, nor have the former 
so much tendency to split into laminm, or peel under a severe strain, 
as the latter. The conformation of the fibres, and the mode of working 
the two kinds of iron, is the chief cause of this difference. 

In Fig. 2a and Fig. 2 are shown the section and isometric elevation 
of the joint and wrappers of an an- Fig. 2a Fig. 2. 

. 0 0  ' 

gle-iron in the position they would 
occupy if used in the web of a lat- 
tice girder. Both the inner and 
outer wrappers consist of pieces of 
angle-iron, one fitting in inside the 
main. angle-irons, and the other 
covering the joint on the outside. 
The sectional area of the wrappers 
will each equal that of one of the 

main angle-irons, consequently as they will not both be of the same 
length, the inner one will have a greater and the outer a less thickness 
than the angle-irons to be jointed. A general formula for finding the 
thickness of an angle-iron wrapper was given in last number, so that its 
sectional area should equal that of the main angle-irons. Supposing 
however, as should always be the case, that the edges of the wrappers are 
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ttush with those of the angle-irons, as in Figs. 2~nd 2a, the same result 
may be arrived at in a much simpler manner. Take for instance the in= 
her wrapper in Fig. 2a ; it will be sufficient to consider one of the sides, 
as the same thickness will hold for both. Let l~-length of horizontal side 
of the main angle-iron, and t its thickness, l r the length of the same side 
of the wrapper, and t r the thickness required, which it will be seen at 
once, will be greater than t. We thus have lXt=l~Xtt, 1 and l, being 

/ × t  
both measured from out to out; l~=/--t, and consequently t l ~ l _ t .  

The formula for the thickness of the outer wrapper is not quite so sim- 
ple. Put lg for the length of its horizontal side and t 2 for its thickness; 
then as before It=lgXt2; but 12=lq-t 2 and lt=~(lq-tzXt2) , from which we 

+ ~ ~ - - l .  In jointing angle-irons, instead of using obtaintz= - 2 

two pieces of the same description of section for wrappers, four pieces 
of plain bar iron are often employed instead, but it is evident this does 
not make so firm and compact a joint as the arrangement shown in the 
figures. Were it not convenient to procure sections of angle-iron suit- 
able for the wrappers, they might be replaced b.y two pieces of ordinary 
plate iron, bent to fit inside and outside the maln angle-irons as nearly 
as they could be made toKlo. I t  would not be difficult to accomplish 
this, for the length of the wrappers for joints in sections similar to the 
above is generally very small compared to that of the wrappers re- 
quired for joints in other portions of the girder. 

We shall consider the joints in the web of which we are now treating 
to be in compression, as those in tension are simply joints in a plain 
bar section, which have been already referred to. Let ~r equal num- 
ber of rivets required for each side of a joint in an angle-iron acting 
as a strut in tlle web of a lattice girder, I and 11 the length of the two 
sides of the angle-iron measured from out to out, and the rest of the 
notation as before~ then 

~x--~-~ [lq-(I~t)--nd] t, fromwhich 

~=2( /+( l ' -~)~d u) .  

Except in very long girders the value of n will not exceed 1, andit  
will depend altogether upon the amount of the variable or movingload, 
whether it may not be taken equal to zero. I f  the maximum moving 
load be not sufficiently great to cause the strut to undergo any severe 
tensile strain, n may be taken = O, on the assumptMl that bars and 
plates in compression are not affected by the insertion of rivets com- 
pletely filling up the holes. As there would be in the struts so very 
little difference between the net and gross area, and bearing in mind 
tllc nature of the strain they are under, we may consider n----O, and 

find N-= 2(l+(l~d--t)'Thisvalue f e r n  gives the whole num- therefore 

her of rivets required in both sides or webs of the angle-iron on one 
7* 
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side of the joint, half of them being inserted in the horizontal and the 
other half in the vertical side. In order to render this arrangement 
of the joint rigidly correct, it is necessary that two conditions be ful- 
filled on the part  of the angle-irons to be jointed : either the thickness 
of both the horizontal and vertical sides must be uniform, and their 
length nearly the same, or their difference in length compensated for 
by a difference in thickness ; in other words, 1 x t should nearly equal 
/~--t)t or l× t nearly equal (ll--t)t r It is evident that were this not 
the case, and that the two sides of the same angle-iron were very dis- 
similar in sectional area, we should be compelled to design the joint 
for each side separately. One side would thus require more rivets than 
the other, and a longer wrapper. The practical inconvenience would 
then arise of having to cut off a portion of one of the flanges of the 
wrapper covering the smaller side of the angle-iron, or make the whole 
cover longer than necessary, and so weaken the joint. The same ne- 
cessity for an unequal length of sides in the angle-irons forming the 
compression bars in the web of the girder does not exist as in the lon- 
gitudinal angle-irons composing a part of the flanges, and in the lat- 
ter the disparity of size may be kept practically within such limits as 
to obviate the contingency alluded to. It  should always be remembered 
that it is safer to trust the rivets of a joint with any excess of strain, 
than the plates or bars, the former being of superior iron, and also 
better calculated from their position to resist any additional strain than 
the latter. 

A joint of tee-iron is shown in 

Fig. 8a. :Fig. 8. 

Figs. 3 and 3a, consisting of a plato 
over the outside of the table part, 
and two angle-iron wrappers on each 
side of the tongue. This arrange- 
ment is nearly identical with that 
represented in :Figs. I and la,  the 
small plate wrapper replacing that 
portion of the main plates which 
formed the outside wrapper. The 
gross section of the small plate will 
equal that of the table of the tee- 

i r o n = l X  t. The formula for finding the thickness of the angle- 
iron wrappers, and consequently their section, will be the same as that 
given above ~vhen the tee-iron was considered as composing part of 
the flange of the girder. Wherever tee-irons are used of dimensions 
so small that the tongue portion is ]ess than 2~ inches~ it is very much 
weakened by the insertion of rivets. If  such a tee-iron forms one of 
the compression bars of the web of a girder, it would be preferable to 
dispense with any wrappers over the joint of the tongue, employing 
only the plate wrapper over the outside of the table, as seen in Figs. 
3 and 3a, and two similar smaller wrappers in the inside, which would 
replace in fact the horizontal sides of the angle-irons shown above. 

1Xt 
The section of each small plate will equal --~. The tongue is the 

weak part of a tee-iron: and is intended more to serve as a strength.- 
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neing and stiffening adjunct to the table part, than to bear any great 
strain itself. I t  was mentioned, when treating of the forms of iron 
suitable for the bars of the web of a lattice girder, that rivets should 
not be inserted in the ribs of tee-iron unless either actually unavoida- 
ble, or where the ribs were of very large size. In jointing a tee-iron 
in which the table and the tongue have not a common thickness, it 
will be necessary, supposing the description of joint to be similar 
to that given in Figs. 3 and 3a, if the difference be considerable, 
to use angle wrappers in which the thickness of the horizontal side is 
not the same as that of the vertical. :Put, as before, l × t for the length 
and thickness of the table part of the tee-iron, l, and t 1 for the simi- 
lar dimensions of the tongue, measured inside; let 12,t2,1 a, t 3 be the 
lengths and thicknesses respectively of the horizontal and vertical 
sides of the angle-iron wrappers. Yor the horizontal side of the wrap- 
per we 

have l.~ Xt2 ~ ~, Xt. Substituting for 12 its value we find that 

1Xt 
t2 ---- (t-~/,)" I f  la be measured inside, instead of from out to out, we ob- 

tain 13Xt3 =, (/1 -t~ ) tl ; but 13 :Z1 - t2,  and consequently ta ~ t l .  I t  will 
be sufficiently accurate in practice to make, in the majority of instances, 
the thickness of either side of the angle-iron wrapper equal to that of 
the part of tee-iron which it covers. With respect to the length of each 
side of the angle-iron wrapper, a great deal will depend upon the rela- 
tive proportion of the tongue and the table of the tee-iron I t  is manifest 
that the joint of a tee-iron is open to the same practical inconvenience 
on this head as that of an angle-iron. In most sections of tee-iron, 

,~ IXt 
however, it will be found that ltXt L nearly equal~--:2-, and therefore 

there will be no necessity for cutting one side of the wrapper shorter 
than the other, or wea,kening by superfluous rivet-holes one portion of 
the tee-iron at the expense of the other. An angle-iron wrapper, in 
reality, acts the parts of two wrappers in one piece, and not only covers 
each portion of the joint belonging to its respective sides, but forms a 
strong attachment between those portions themselves. I t  will be seen 
on referring to Fig. 3a, that the angle-iron wrappers evidently strength- 
en the union between the tongue and the tables of the tee-iron, besides 
protecting each separate part of the joint, thus causing the whole joint 
to act together as one piece, in a manner which could not be attained 
were the two sides of the angle-irons replaced by separate pieces of 
plate. 

~k method of jointing a channel iron is represented in ~'igs. 4 and 
4a, and consists of covering the joint internally and externally with a 
couple of wrappers of the same section. The areas will be the same, 
and consequently their thicknesses will vary, which must be deter- 
mined before the areas of the different parts, viz: the ribs and channel 
portions, can be apportioned. Let 1--~ the length on the outside of the 
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channel irons to be jointed, 1 t the length of the sides or ribs measured 
Fig. 4a. Fig. 4. 

1 ,  ~ . : / J  

~ , n o C  

on the outside, and t the thickness which 
will be considered uniform throughout. 
Let  us take the inside wrapper first, put 
12, l.~, and tj for its dimensions, mea- 
sured similarly as above, and we have 
the equation (l~ @ 2/3)/t -~(l+21,)t. I t  
will be seen on reference to :Fig. 4a, that 
l~ =( l - -2t )  and l, = (l~--t~); substituting 
these values, we obtain 

(t+21~)6 
[(z-2t+.2(ll- ~1 )It1 =(l+2zl  )t and (l-2t+211% o 

Reducing and so]ring for t 1 we find 

s ,  
I f  we make our main channel irons 6"  × 2'r×½ ", we shall find that 

t, =practical ly ~rr, which will give an equivalent section for the inside 
wrapper ; for the outside wrapper, putting 14, l~, and t2 similarly as 
for the other channel irons, we shall have (l~ q-2l~ )tz --( l + 21t)t. Make 
the area of the main channel irons, or (l+2lt) t ~ t , ,  l~ =lq-2t3 ,  and L 
.... llq-t , and finally we obtain for the thickness requirecl 

In this instance t,, will nearly equal ~ ' .  
In the figures the channel irons are shown sufficiently large to be 

able to take rivetsin their webs or flanges. This advantage could only 
be obtained in channel irons of very large sections~far too large for 

t i le  compression bars of the web of any moderate sized girder; and it is 
questionable whether it would be advisable to insert rivets in the flanges 
of any channel irons of the sections usually rolled. Part ly on account 
of the above reasons, and partly from the difficulty in practice of ob- 
taining sections of channel iron suitable for the wrappers~for  if they 
do not fit well it would be better to dispense with their use altogether, 
as they would only make a loose and insecure joint--this deseriptio~ 
of joint, notwithst~mding its great elqicieney, would not often be avail- 
able in girder work. I t  might be quite safe to insert rivets in the flanges 
of the main channel irons, which would yet have a very weakening 
tendency on the inside wr'tpper, as tile space there for the purpose is 
diminished by its own thickness. I t  should be remarked that in the 
description of joint represented in Figs. 4 and 4a, the equation for the 
value of q ,  the thickness of the inside wrapper, will not hold whenover 
lz xlt-<A. This is manifest, for at that limit the wrapper is no longer 
:~ channel iron, but becomes a thick bar. In small-sized channel irons, 
the only wrappers which can be applied are an inside and outside piece 
of bar or plate-iron on the channel part, and the joint then is reduced 
to that of a simple bar 7 the flanges being of necessity left uncovered ; 
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nor is the latter alternative of much consequence in the small sections 
used as struts. 

There is another form of iron which may be used for the struts of 
very large girders, viz: the H sect~)n. Fig. 5a. :Fig. 5. 
It is represented in section in Fig. 5a, 
which together with Fig. 5 show the (~p~]~ 
details of a method for jointing two ~ 
lengths of that form of iron. It con- 
sists in applying two pieces of chan- 
nel iron as inside wrappers, and two 
pieces of bar iron as the outside 
ones. Let l equal the length of the 

",r 

side of the H iron, /1 its breadth measured inside, and t its thickness 
uniform throughout. Put A--area of the channel iron wrapper, then 

A=(2(l~. t )~l~) t .  Make 12 --length of channel part of the wrapper 

measured from out to out, l~ ----length of ribs on the inside, and t the 
uniform thickness, then .~--(12 +2/3 )t~ ; equating these two values ofx 

l--l--2l, 
we have (l:+'21a)t 1 =(l+t+ll)t  , 1:--I~ and 13--------~2 . Substitu- 

ting these equivalents in the above equations, we nave ~1 - -  ~, 

_ ( l+ l, + t)t from which the value of t t can be easily obtained. The 
2 ' 

area of the outside wrappers 'will=/Xt. 
It will be readily seen that this form of iron is not well adapted for 

struts, either upright or diagonal, when crossed only by single ties, as 
the riveting at their crossings would have but a very bad hold, in con- 
sequence of passing through one side alone of the H section. With 
double ties crossing it on both sides, it would form a very stiff and 
efficient web. The above difficulty would also be again encountered in 
attaching it to the flanges. If  it were riveted to the outside of the lon- 
gitudinal angle-irons, it would only hold by one of its sides. To insert 
it in between the angle-irons~ in the usual manner, would necessitate 
the placing of them much too far apart; the weight of the packing 
and distance pieces would also be increased to an unwarrantable 
amount by this arrangement. It  might be attached to the outside of 
the angle-irons, and the disadvantage of the rivets holding only by 
one side obviated by forging or flattening down the other side and the 
middle rib so as to cause the rivets to pass through the whole sectional 
area. Apart from other objections to riveting the bars of the web of 
a lattice girder to the outside of the longitudinal angle-irons of the 
flanges, the serious practical difficulty to be overcome in making good 
sound workmanship in such a case would more than counterbalance any 
attendant advantage from its employment. With the exception of roll- 
ed iron of a plain bar section and light plate iron, all forging, cutting 
off, or cranking should be avoided as much as possible in girder work. 
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The iron should, when in its permanent position in the structure, re- 
tain the same shape and dimensions as when it issued from between 
the rollers. :No alteration in these respects can be made, even though 
performed in the best manner by machinery, without doing more or 
less damage to the materiah In a tension bar the resultant of all the 
strains may be considered as acting along the centre line or longitudi- 
nal axis of the bar ; if tl~e original shape of the bar be altered in any 
manner with respect to this axis, an unequal distribution of metal is 
produced, and the strength is no longer preserved uniform. 

An inspection of :Fig. 6, will show the facility with which other 
forms of iron of equal sectional area, may be substituted for the H 
form. The line c•, divides the section into two tee-irons of equal area. 
I f  the same linear dimensions be adhered to, by doubling the thickness 
we obtain at once a tee-iron of the required section. In any case 
calling A the area of the H section, we have, making/ thelength  of the 
table of the tee-iron, ll of the tongue, and t the uniform thickness 
(l+lf) t = A .  Again, the figure is divided into two equal channel 
irons by the line _A~, and similarly we find, employing our former no- 
tation (12 q-213 )tl --=-A. Keeping the lineal dimensions as shown in the 
figure divided by A~ and doubling the thickness, ~'ill give a single 
channel iron of the required area as in the instance of the tee-iron. 
On examining :Fig. 6, it will be perceived ~hat the lines ~B, cD, divide 
the I-I section into four angle-irons of equal area. :For one angle- 
iron of equal area with the figure we should have (l+lt--t) t=~.: or, 
what would amount to the same, if tl be the uniform thickness of the 
H iron, tl X ~ t ,  and the same linear dimensions may be employed as 
shown in the figure divided by ~.B, and CD. This form of iron would 
be found especially efficient as an upright strut or pillar subject to a 
compressive force alone, care being taken that the strata was thrown 
well into the pillar, and its bearings firm and well distributed. Its 
strength would be greatly impaired, from its peculiar form, by any side 
or diagonal strain brought upon it. 

Before concluding our subject for the present, we purpose to make 
a few remarks representing the net and gross area of a girder--or,  
what may be used as equivalent terms, but of a more extended range, 
the net and gross weight ; the net weight being understood to mean the 
actual weight of metal required to sustain the whole load, both live and 

:Fig. 6. dead, independent and exclusive of all covering 
c plates, rivets, stiffening, and any other extrane- 

ous metal whatever. The gross weight wilI include 
the net weight, and all other iron forming part  

~ °f the girder' but will not include the superstruc" 
ture or any portibn of the roadway. In two 

a ........... i ~  .......... B similar girders of the same span, the gross weight 
• ~ i ~  will bear the same proportion to one another, as 

the different amount of workmanship, or amount 
of construction, as it may be termed, bestowed 

o upon each. I f  in one girder each of the flange 
plates be half the length of those in the other, there will be double the 
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number of wrappers required, and the gross weight will be proportion- 
ately increased. In the Conway Bridge the coors and rivets increase 
its weight by 31 per cent. For this evil there exist two remedies. One 
is manifestly the employment of longer plates, so as to diminish the 
number of wrappers and rivets required for securing the joints: this 
has been alluded to before and the difficulties to be surmounted men- 
tioned, and it is unnecessary to comment further upon it. Tile chief 
obstacle, in so far as the fi~tnges are concerned, is the extra weight or 
that above what is required by theory, occasioned by the longitudinal 
riveting of the angle-irons to the plates. Considering the flanges of ,~ 
girder to consist of two portions, viz: the vertical and horizontal parts, 
in which the former acts as the connecting medium between the flanges 
and web, or more properly between the plates and webs, this loss of 
sectional urea and resulting increase of gross weight must always con- 
tinue until these two parts of the flanges are in one piece. A channel 
iron would be the simplest ibrm of flange in one piece for the above, 
but a better section would be that shown below in Fig. 7, in which the 
only loss of metal would be in the rivet-holes made for the insertion 
5f the rivets which attached the bars of the web to Fig 7. 
the vertical part of the flanges. Confining our at- 
tention to the horizontal l:)~rt of the itanges, let n ~ ~ 
=number of rivet-holes punched out per foot run 
of the girder in the bottom flange, t the thickness 
of the flange where the holes are made, and w the weight of a cube 
inch of wrought iron ; let x= weight of metal actually required by 
theory per foot run. l~utting d for the diameter of the rivet-hole, the 

loss of weight equal ntw (,d ~) . . . .  v Accompanying this loss of weight ,~ - - J "  

there is also a loss of section, which must be accurately replaced by 
an increase of metal in the original ])late, to keep the weight x con- 
stunt. Again, as the loss ofsectiou or holes for the rivets are filled up 
by the rivets, their weight must be added, which equals y. The gross 
weight of the flange per foot run thus becomes equal to x + y  instead of 
x. The increment y is due solely to the necessity of attaching the ver- 
tical and horizontal portions of the flanges to one another by continu- 
ous longitudinal riveting. To this weigh~ x + y  must be added that of 

,) 7:'. (7. z 
the two heads of the rivets, which m~y be put "-nXodXw-  =:p. 

The total gross weight of the horizontal portion of the flange will 
now equal m+~j+y. Some idea of the value ofp may be gathered from 
the fact, that in one whole length of tubes in the Britannia Bridge 
p--229 tons. In bridges designed for carrying a line of railway over 
ordinary public roads Of 20 oi' 25 feet in width, the flanges might un- 
doubtedly be rolled all in one piece, and also'all ia one length ; and thus 
the necessity for covers and loz~gitudinal riveting altogether done away 
with, and the net and gross weight nearly equalized. The lattice or 
open form of web offers many advantages over the plate or solid-sided 
girder, with respect to the proportion of gross and net weight. In the 
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first place there are very few, and in the majority of instances no 
joints whatever required in the web of a lattice girder. It  has already 
been remarked that no stiffening irons are needed in the web if_pro- 
perly proportioned, and the correct sections of iron employed for the 
compression and tension bars. The stiffness necessary should be in- 
herent in the weight of metal allowed for taking the strains to be 
undergone by each bar, and in the peculiar form and shape given to 
those bars. Contrast this with the fact, that 21 per cent. of the whole 
weight of the sides of the tubes of the Britannia Bridge is consumed 
in stiffening irons and covers. It is well known that the principle of 
the suspension bridge affords the means of supporting a given load with 
the least amount of material. Independently of the virtue of the prin- 
ciple on which it is founded, one of the reasons is that in these bridges 
the net and gross weight more closely approximate to one another than 
in any other wrought iron construction of bridge. It is not to be sup- 
posed that all covers, rivets, and the different connexions, can be ever 
dispensed with where wrought iron is employed, nor do we advocate a 
parsimonious distribution of material or the employment of a too rigid 
and consequently false economy, as is very frequently done ; but we 
maintain that a great deal may yet be accomplished in the reduction 
of the useless and injurious weight of metal too frequently applied in 
girder bridges, or in other words, in making them less heavy. The Bri- 
tannia Bridge at the present day has the merit of possessing the largest 
single span used for railway purposes ; and so long as the ordinary 
wrought iron is employed, much larger spans will not be reached. With 
the improvements that are in daily progress in everything concerning 
the manufacture of steel and a superior class of iron, it is more than 
probable that at no distant period we shall be able to look for a de- 
scription of iron or steel or their compounds, which will give twice or 
three times the strength of our common iron, with half its weight and 
without any increase in price. At present, did the magnitude of the 
design or other circumstances warrant the expenditure, we might, with 
an inferior description of steel, which could be obtained by a less ex- 
pensive process than the usual one, construct bridges for railway pur- 
poses, not on the suspension principle, with spans of from 800 to 1000 
feet, with ease and security. 
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Work, Vi8 Viva, and Momentum. By DE ¥0LSON WOOD. 
Prof. of Cir. Eng. Univ. of Mich. 

I published an article upon the subject which forms the title of this 
paper, in the November number of this Journal for 1862, since 
which, I have received several letters which indicate that I failed to 
make the subject sufficiently lucid. 

As the answers to many of the difficulties suggested, possess a gene- 


